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Introduction
Ithas long been recognized that gas well deliverability
is a function of three pressure drops; these occur in
the reservoir, in the production strings, and in the
surface piping and compressor network. Actual gas
well deliverability and, consequently, total field de-
liverability can be computed only when all three
pressure drops are considered simultaneously. Be-
cause each of the pressure drops is associated with a

u-.. , .<,. -m thn=t= d~ff~~ent simulation equa-diikrent MU* SYJw.l., ...1-
tions are involved. To obtain meaningful results from
compression studies, reservoir studies, or gas gather-
ing system design, one must integrate these three
simulation segments in such a manner that the flows
and pressures balance at each node in a multiwell
gathering system.

The most common approach to gathering system
design does not account for interwell interference and
its effect on a well’s deliverability. At best, the stand-
ard approach consists of imposing one or more back-
pressure curves on a piping network system. So long
as all the wells are being produced at constant rates,
this approach does not introduce large errors. How-
ever, in general, individual well rates do fluctuate for
various reasons. Many systems are produced by float-
ing part of the wells (that is, producing at capacity)
and choking others, and in the course of a perform-
ance prediction many of the wells are floating on the
system in order to meet total contract obligation.
When this occurs, the calculated deliverability of each
well must be updated according to the transient reser-

voir pressures, and the appropriate backpressure of
each well must be used at all times during the pre-
diction. One shortcoming of the older approach to
design studies is that a steady-state backpressure
curve fixes the drainage radius of a well, and when
used over long prediction periods it can introduce
large errors in the determination of compression loca-
tion and timing. Further, the standard approach does
not -readily permit the evaluation of infill drilling as
an alternative for enhancing gas-field deliwa?i!i$y.

A rigorous approach to gathering system design
must consider all the reservoir, piping, and compres-
sion data together, By subjecting this total-system
description to a calculation procedure that integrates
the various components, the influence of a modifica-
tion to any one component is properly taken into
account throughout the entire system. Consequently,
compression alternatives, variations in line sizes and
loops, infilI drilling, and combinations of these can
be evaluated while the effects of interference with the
reservoir are being considered.

Calculation Approach
Since the flow rates and pressures must balance at
each node in the system, one can choose either of
these as the iterate and compute the remaining vari-
able directly. An approach that considers flow rate
as the iterate gives the best results, and the discus-
sion below is based on the formulation. The general
iteration scheme for calculating total system per-

1

This simulation model permits accurate and ejjicient evaluation of gas field gathering
system design. It provides simultaneous integration of three pressure drops — reservoir,
tubing, and gathering-system — associated -With gm prodwticm This complete simulation

J deli yerability than are possible with the standardpermits more accurate deterrmiz(ltk%s 0,
approach to compression studies.
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formance is depicted in Fig. 1.
The global iteration controls the over-all solution

process within each time step of the simulation. The
subglobal iteration determines a balance between
rates and pressures within the piping network, and
the reservoir simulation segment solves the pressure-
flow problem within the reservoir. The rates obtained
1 –... AL- _..L_,_LeT:.-_- .:-- --- ,.....1L,3 ~. I.,..,..A,,*,mom me Suugluudl Iw d mm iuc qq-mcu a> uuuuua, y

conditions in the solution of the reservoir flow prob-
lem. An updated pressure distribution within the
reservoir, based on these rates, will affect the deliver-
abilities at the various wells. Therefore, if any well
is floating, the flows through the piping network must
be adjusted to reflect these changes in deliverability,
and an updated pressure distribution within the piping
network must be obtained. The subglobal iteration
scheme and the reservoir simulation are alternately
repeated until the flow rates and pressures are con-
sistent throughout the entire system.

The calculation procedure for the subglobal itera-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 2. First an estimate is made
of the deliverability of each well. Then the flow
through each component of the gathering system is
determined according to these estimated rates, and
+1.- 1:-- -~m-,,-e. +.. hkmhaorl .-cl hattnrn-hol,a nrpc-
UIG lLIJG psmwlm, L“”,++bau, U.*U “V..”a., –’. ”,w y.w”

sures are computed. At each well the bottom-hole
pressure determines the rate for the well, according
to the reservoir pressure and well properties. If the
difference between the estimated and calculated rates
is not within a prescribed tolerance for each well,
the estimates are adjusted and tile process is repeated.
The iterative technique of Coats’ is used to adjust the
estimated well rates.

When all wells in the system are producing at
specified rates the subglobal iteration simply consists
of calculating the pressures in the piping system, so
only one iteration is required. A more difiicult prob-
lem is one in which ‘W-eilSare ficmting, heiice am
declining during a time step as a result of a declining
reservoir pressure. As the rate of one well declines
it may affect the deliverability of others ihrough the
piping network. When wells are floating on the sys-
tem, typically somewhere between 10 and 40 itera-
tions are required to converge in the subglobal
iteration. From one to five global iterations are
usually adequate.
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Fig. l-Global iteration diagram.

The surface and production string simulation sys-
tems are constructed. as a single subroutine, Invoca-
tion of this subroutine returns a rate for each well,
the amount of fiow through each segment of the
gathering system, and the pressure distribution in the
piping system as a function of the rates. The effective
rate at a well is equal to the well’s calculated deliver-
ability un!ess c~nstrained by z rn.axi.mmmrd!cwab!e
production rate specified for the well or calculated
according to contract considerations. These values
are calculated implicitly over a time step, thus repre-
sent the “average day” or specified throughput of
the system.

Instantaneous Deliverability
Instantaneous deliverability is defined as the maxi-
mum available throughput of the system with all wells
floating at a point in. time. The resultant rates repre-
sent the capability of the entire system as constrained
only by the production facilities and surface design.
The way to calculate this is to (1) fix the pressure
distribution in the reservoir at a point in time, say
at the end of a time step, and (2) set specific rates
to a very large number so that the deliverability of
~a~h we!] is lower than. ?hj~ va!uej and access the
subglobal iteration scheme shown in Fig. 2. Although
the instantaneous deliverability does not consider
allowable and overproduction or underproduction,
it does represent the actual total field deliverability
enhancement when specific design alternatives are
being compared.

Reservoir Simulation
Sile-Phaee

The single-phase reservoir simulation is a numerical
solutionl of the following equation, which is ob-
tained by combining Darcy’s law and the continuity
qJ~~@.

Vkh VR–qfl=@ha(;~), . . . . (1)

where

! pdpR= —
Zp “

pt,

Two-Phase

The two-phase reservoir simulation is a numerical
solution4’5 of the following equations with the con-
cept of vertical equilibrium invoked. The calculations
are based on continuity equations for both fluid
phases and on Darcy’s law including relative per-
meability.

where

Jdp D@= ——
P m“

pb
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Simulation of Surface Piping
i%mgle-Phase
~he ~i~giarl ~~e~ ~ ~QntiIIUOUS network of pipe seg-

ments to simulate the surface configuration of a gas
gathering system. Each segment is handled iiide-
pendently with respect to upstream pressure calcula-
tion, using the Generalized Flow Equation,z

CT, (p,’ – p,’) d’ 0“5Q.r
[ 1

(4)
G~L~f “ “ “ “

Am iterntiQn ~S ~rformed on Eq. 4 until SUCCi?SSk. >1. ..-. -..

calculated upstr~am pressures (Pi) agree wifin ~.s
percent. Typically, no more than two or three itera-
tions are required.

Two-Phase

Calculation of pressure losses for gas-water flow in
the surface network of pipe segments is based on
the Eaton et al.’ correlation. The correlation is valid
for pipe sizes between 2 and 17 in. ID and for most
ilow ccmdi?ions encountered in operating situations.
Single-phase gas simulation is used when the gas-
water ratio is greater than a specified ratio and when
the Eaton energy-loss factor correlation is beyond
certain liiits of valkiity.

The basis for the Eaton correlation is the follow-
ing equation

2 g. d 144 AP

[

_ ~wA(vW2) +ikf,A(v,2)
AL=~

vm 2 fE jzn MT 2 gc 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . (5j

The upstream pressure is obtained by starting at
the downstream pressure and calculating successive
values of AL from Eq. 5 for given pressure incre-
ments. Both increments are summed until 2AL equals
the length of the pipe segment. ZAP then becomes. .
the total pressure drop in the pipe. segm--- ..-@ men

the pipe segment is located in hilly terrain, the
F’lanigan’ correlation is used to estimate the addi-
tional pressure loss due to hills. This correlation
assumes that twmphase flowing pressure losses in-
curred when going up hills are not regained when
going down hills. The uphill pressure losses are based
on liquid density and a correction factor that is a
function of superficial gas velocity. The additional
pressure loss due to htis is given by:

APhill, =F+&2H . . . . . . . . (6)

Simulation of Production String
Sfngk-Phase

The Smith equation’ for verttcal fkrw in pipes is
used for the production string calculation.

Q = 200
[ 1@: fx ‘“ – ‘a PI’) s 0’5,es—l

. . . . . . . . . . . . (7)

where s = 0.0375 G X/~ ~. Eq. 7 is solved itera-
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tively using average properties over the entire pro-
duction string. ~e~emxent of tk. calculation by
incrementing the production string into many integra-
tion segments gives minimally dfierent results in most.. ., -1 + --U-AI* ~gJ-&cases. However, U me gedermim LeL1lP1 . . . .
efit deviates considerably from a linear function, a
smaller segment of integration should be used.

Two-Phase

A modified Hagedom-Brown6 correlation is used to
calculate pressure losses in the production string when
the gas-water ratio is less than a specified ratio. The
equation used is

AL _ 144 Ap – EK
. . . . . . . (8)

3-&cose+7
g,

When bubble flow exists, the Griffith” bubble-flow
correlation has been found to be more accurate than
the Hagedorn-Brown correlation and is used when
applicable. The only dtierences ktween the two
methods are in the evaluation of liquid holdup and
the f~,c~en t%m., ~. Gritiith and Wallis*” detemined

v*g
that bubble flow exists when: ~B > ~ ,

v~
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Fig. 2—Subglobal iteration diagram.
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(0.221 8 L’)
where ~~ = 1.071 –

d
, with the limit

ZB >0.13.

The bottom-hole flowing pressure is obtained by
starting at the wellhead and calculating successive
values of AL from Eq. 8 for given pressure incre-
ments. Both increments are summed until EAL equals
the depth of the well. xAp then becomes the total
n-~..,,v- rlrfi” ~mthe nrnd~lctinn ctrinu
ylba.u. ti U.-y LL. ..,- y,”u...-.w.= . . . . ..-.

Use of Other Flow Simulators
Because of the modular construction of the system,
replacement of either the Smith equation or the Gen-
eralized Flow Equation with different flow simulators
(for example, the Panhandle A Equation) is accom-
nlichd with nnlv a wrv minor nrrwramrnhf? effort.y..”.. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . - .-. = -------- r--g---–—–––—––e
Substitution of other two-phase correlations for the
Eaton or Hagedorn-Brown equations is also easily
done, provided the desired correlation has previously
been programmed. That is, integration of any pre-
ceded routine into the model is straightforward. If
the desired correlation is not available in coded form,
the amount of work required to incorporate it into the
model will depend upon the complexity of the corre-
lation.

Example Application, Field A
Fig. 3 illustrates the field outline, well locations, and
surface piping network for Field A. This field consists
of two gas pools with three separate gathering sys-
tems. Because one of the gathering systems collects
gas from both pools, the production of each pool will
influence the deliverability of the other. To obtain
accurate deliverability predictions it is necesszuy to
account properiy for this influence; thus a totai sys-
f.arncfilrl., ;Cr,=nllird.“1.1 .Y$I-W, zhJ .Wy... u”...

Pool 1 is a long, heterogeneous sand body currently
with 27 producing wells. Pool 2 is much smaller than
the first and contains only three wells. The initial
pressure of each pool was about 400 psi, and there
has been very little or no water influx.

The objective of this study is to maintain contract
delivery volumes through the three terminal points of
the gathering system. The total initial contract volume
was 20 MMcf/D. Fig. 4 shows the performance his-
tory and a prediction of Field A’s total deliverability
(instantaneous) vs the contract requirements for the
field. The first history segment of the deliverability
curve shows performance with no compression added;
that is, the initial wells are produced against the main-
line pressure of 250 psi. Contract obligation is met
until the fifth year, when terminal compression is
added to decrease the backpressure by 50 psi. Pro-
duction capacity exceeds contract obligations until
Year 9, when five development wells are drilled, which
-v+-”,-J. +L- %-1Al:rnl+. .“A nnn.hbrnhlw inoreacr=c the
bALt,llUZI Ulb ,,w, u ,.1111..Y U,SU ““1. OIUWZ CC”., . ..w. ws.”w” ...-

proved reserves. Thus, the contract obligations are
increased from 20 MMcf/D to nearly 30 MMcf/D.

With these additional wells and existing horsepow-
er, the field is predicted to meet its objective until Year
13, at which time additional terminal compression is
added to further decrease the backpressure on the

1070
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From this point, wns are made increasing field
deliverability at Year 16 by infill drilling or further
compression installation, or both. The last two seg-
ments shown in Fig. 4 depict the field deliverability
profile for two cases: (1) only infill drilling and (2)
only compression installation. A combination of in-
fill drilling and additional compression does not ap-
preciably atlect the profile and is uneconomic when
compared with the case of additional compression
01-”- 13,, #h.aw im.ntat-ti mm nf th~ nreccll n= drnncCal”,le. 1 u, Ulu. , 2PI 111.~wwu”l. v. w.” y- ”””.-.” -.-~.

throughout the piping network reveals that block
compression would not be applicable. Skid-mounted,
wellhead compression could possibly apply in this
field, but was not investigated during this study.

Because of the impact that terminal compression
has on the entire field (typical for low-pressure sys-
temc) the decline in deliverahilitv is much slower than.-... ”, ...” . . . .....- ... ---- .---- —-., -- --------
it would be with infill drilling. The additional com-

T2

\
\

\
\

Fig. 3—Schematic of Field A surface network.
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Fig. 4-Field A performance vs contract obligation.
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- --- :.....+alr 6A hn ctnoed oVe~pression required is appluxlil,ahti.~ -v .2P .--a-- -
time. Installed horsepower in this area costs approx-
imately $475 /hp with 50 to 60 percent salvage, as-
suming it can be relocated. Wells in this area cost ap-
proximately $100,000 completed, with very little s~-
vage. Using the company’s in-house economic sys-
tem, the case of adding only terminal compression in
Year 16 shows double the rate of return when com-
pared with the case of infill drilling.

This study was conducted using a single-phase dry
gas, two-dimensional reservoir simulation model with
single-phase surface simulation. The reservoir model
grid is 17 X 16 for a total of 272 cells, The three
gathering systems are represented by 63 segments, in-
cluding flow lines, compressors, and delivery point.
Each component of the gathering system is completely
described to the model on one data card.

It requires only about 1 man-hour to code the com-
plete surface gathering system and record it on data

,

. W el I Iaoarii
9 Pdmtiol ~ 1-

Fig. S-Schematic of Field B surface network.
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Fig. 6-Field B performance vs contract obligation.

forms suitable for keypunching. Once coded, intro-
duction of modifications to investigate design alter-
natives is very easy. For example, installing, remov-
ing, or changing the horsepower on a compressor in-
volves changing only one of the 63 data cards. To tie
in an additional well requires the addition or modi-
fication of one to four cards. Computing time require-
ments are about 77 seconds of Univac 1108 time for
each run.

Example Application, Field B
Field B is a single, dry gas pool, highly heterogeneous,
containing 18 wells. Thirteen of these wells produce
into one gathering system and five produce into a
completely separate system. Fig. 5 shows the field
limits and a schematic of the two gathering systems.
The delivery point for each gathering system is a main-
line, therefore each gathering system operates at dif-
ferent specified backpressure.

..# +WOA.aliv_phil itv studjJ k to meetTine objective UL.1113Uw... - -.-...-, .
the contract obligation of the 13-well system for 10
addhional years with minimum investment. Although
the smaller system is not of primary interest in this
study, it must be considered because production from
its five wells will affect the reservoir pressure and de-
liverability of the 13 wells of interest. This problem “
is easily handled by including both gathering systems
in the total simulation system. The reservoir interfer-
ence effects due to the production from each well are
then properly taken into account.

Using the total simulation model, several 10-year
predictions were made. In these predictions the pro-
duction from the second system was taken at a fixed
predetermined rate as long as its deliverability per-
mitted; thereafter, the five wells were produced at their
capacity. The first few runs investigated single-point
compressors of various sizes (installed at Point A).
An examination of the pressure distribution in the
pipe network indicated that Point B would be a po-... , ---- ---- la-~t;mm and ~ever~ runstenual dock cu111p,e33vI,V-uuw-.,
were made with the compressors located there.

A comparison of the single-point compression case
with the block compression case is shown in Fig. 6.
This figure shows that although the single-point com-
pressor enhances the total system deliverability at a
higher level, the block compressor allows the contract
obligations to be met for nearly the same period of
time. The resultant savings between these two alter-
natives are some 600 hp required in Year i 2. Totzd

---- ~~ . - 10 v nr neriqj ~~e 1,050.”horsepower savings ,Ur ,h= . =Je-. ~----
Additionally, sensitivity studies of the other gath-

ering system’s effects under various take profiles were
made. This information allows management to assess
the impact of deliverability loss due to another sys-
tem’s overproduction. This analysis may dictate de-
sign safety requirements if this particular field is
critical to a pipeline’s gas supply operation.

For this study the reservoir is modelled with a 23 X
10 calculation grid. The smaller gathering system is
represented by nine components, and the larger one
by 26. As in the study for Field A, coding both com-
plete gathering systems requires less than an hour of-.. .. .
man-time. Vananons m conipress,ull ~kmca,lw- --.:-.. &tmlla&n ;“-

volve changing one to two cards. Varying the offtake
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Fig. 7—Structure of Gas Field C-aquifer system.
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Fig. a-Effects of multiple gas pools producing from

a common aquifer—Field C.
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Fig. 9-Calculated pipeline flows and pressures.
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level of the second system involves changing one card
for each well in the second system, or five cards per
case. Computing reqriirements for each i g-year run
in Lhi~sturlv are ~hcsut ‘52 SWQ~& Of T_Jnjvw ] ~OS..--, -.. ----- --
time.

Example Application, Field C
Field C is a large aquifer with two gas fields located
on structural highs. Fig. 7 shows the structure. The
original gas-water contacts are 6,321 and 6,490 ft
subsea for Fields 1 and 2, respectively. The reservoir
and fluid properties, production data, and completion
intervals are given in Ref. 4.

A two-dimensional gas-water simulation with an
internal vertical equilibrium analysis and a two-phase
surface simulator was used for the study. The reser-
voir containing the two gas fields was defined by an
18 X 20 grid of 1,OOO-ft-squareblocks.

The study had two objectives. The first was to
study the interference effects that a producing field
would have on an adjacent field; since the two gas
fields share a common aquifer, the production from
Field 1 causes transients that are transmitted through
the aquifer to Field 2. The second objective was to
evaluate the effects on system deliverability of moving
the produced water through the gathering network to
a plant-site separator. Fig. 8 shows a schematic of the
gathering system in question.

Fig. 9 illustrates a portion of the computer printout
from the two-phase model. The heading SEGMENT
identities each segment or component of the gathering
system by its assigned sequence number. LINK spe-
cifies the component to which the segment connects
on the downstream side, with a zero value (such as
for Segment 1) indicating a terminal point operating
at a specified pressure. P2 and P 1 are pressures at the
..—_.-_.-— -—-l s-.- —_.--. — ---l_ -r AL- -- —---upswedm mm uuwnscrvdm enus 01 rms segment, re-
spectively. The RATES columns indicate the total
amount of gas and water flowing through each system
component. An examination of the data presented in
Fig, 9 reveals a great pressure drop (about 857 psi) in
Segment 4, which is due to the large amount of water
flowing through the line. Additional runs indicated
that line looping could eliminate this tight spot, mak-
ing it possible to move the produced water to the
central site without undue 10ss of deliverability, Poor
reliability, as well as climatic and geographic factors,
makes the operation of wellhead separators economi-
cally unattractive.

Fig. 8 depicts the interference effects. This figure
shows a time sequence contour of change in gas-
bubble thickness. The + 1-ft contours at 15 years in-
dicate that gas from Field 2 is migrating downstruc-
ture toward Field 1, The lateral extent of Field 2 after
Field 1 has been producing for 15 years is some 60
percent larger than it was originally. Because of resi-
dual gas saturation, recovery from Field 1 will be
lower than if both fields had been discovered and pro-
duced simultaneously.

The implications of the gas-water contact move-
ment downstructure, of the existence of a pressure
gradient in Field 2, and of the decrease in average
bubble pressure during the production history of Field
1 areas follow5
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1. Production from Field 1 is causing gas in Field
2 to migrate down the west flank.

2.-Because of the pressure sink caused by produc-
tion from Field 1, the pressure in Field 2 declines and
its ~W ~~bb]e ~xpand~ ~a~ra!!y; thus when Field 2
does come on production its deliverability, as a result
of this pressure decline, will be considerably reduced,

.. .. -1.:—.4.-““. ~snn,,p~as wul ns ummaw EWS,Wwu.-.>.
3. If Field 1 continues to produce with Field 2 shut

in, the gas migrating downstructure will soon reach
the structure saddlepoint (Fig. 9) and start “leaking””
into Field 1.

Conclusions
1. Simultaneous consideration of three interacting

pressure drops encountered in gas production is now
possible in a practical and efficient model, permittkg
accurate predictions of deliverability.

2. Engineering efficiency and performance are
greatly enhanced through the use of this model.

3. The engineer’s ability to rapidly evaluate single-
point ccmq.msskm, block compression, wellhead com-
pression, infill drilling or combinations of these while
simultaneously considering reservoir transients results
in greatly improved designs compared with those ob-
tained from the standard approach. Examples of ac-
tual design studies demonstrate the tlexibiiitjr of tihe
system and the resultant economic savings.

4. Field operating strategies as well as design al-
ternatives are easily evaluated.

5. The resuits of cielivembifity stwk.s made with
thk model, combined with appropriate economic
analyses, will provide an accurate estimation of ac-
tual economically recoverable reserves.

6. Deliverability reductions due to water produc-
tion into the gas gathering system can be taken into
account. The ability to evaluate liquid removal at a
central site and at wellhead locations results in an
improved over-all systems design.

Nomenclature*
c=
d=

D=
~K =

j=
jE =
F=
g=

g= =

G=
h=

H.

k=
kr =
L=
M=

P=
p* =
p, =
p, =
9=

“A bar over
or increment.

units constant
inside diameter of tubing or pipe
formation depth
kinetic energy term
friction factor (e.g., Moody)
friction factor from Eaton correlation
Flanigan correction factor
gravity acceleration
gravitational constant
gas gravity
reservoir thickness
surface terrain elevation
absolute permeability
relative permeability
length of pipeline
mass flow rate
pressure
standard pressure
downstream or wellhead pressure
upstream or bottom-hole pressure
production rate

e term indicates an average value for the segment

Q = flow rate
S = fluid saturation
t = time

T = temperature
T. = standard temperature

v = acmai fluid veki~ityy
v, = superficial fluid velocity
X = depth from wellhead to perforations

Z = gas compressiliiity factor
pipe len~h increment
pressure increment
dtierence in the square of the fluid ve-

locities at the ends of a pipe segment
angle of inclination from vertical
viscosity
density
sum of pipe rises throughout the entire

segment
Hagedorn-Brown friction term
porosity

gas
mixture (gas and water)
total (gas plus water)
water
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